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**A B S T R A C T**

D-glucaric acid can be used as a building block for biopolymers as well as in the formulation of detergents and corrosion inhibitors. A biosynthetic route for production in *Escherichia coli* has been developed (Moon et al., 2009), but previous work with the glucaric acid pathway has indicated that competition with endogenous metabolism may limit carbon flux into the pathway. Our group has recently developed an *E. coli* strain in which the phosphofructokinase (Pfk) activity can be dynamically controlled and demonstrated its use for improving yields and titers of the glucaric acid precursor myo-inositol on glucose minimal medium. In this work, we have explored the further application of this strain for glucaric acid production in a supplemented medium more relevant for scale-up studies, both under batch and fed-batch conditions and with glucose feeding via in situ enzymatic starch hydrolysis. It was found that glucaric acid titers could be improved by up to 42% with appropriately timed knockdown of Pfk activity during glucose feeding. The glucose feeding protocol could also be used for reduction of acetate production in the wild type and modified *E. coli* strains.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. International Metabolic Engineering Society. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

D-glucaric acid was identified by the United State Department of Energy as a top value-added chemical for production from biomass (Werpy and Petersen, 2004). It has a number of potential applications including use in biopolymers (Kiely and Chen, 1994) and as a detergent builder and corrosion inhibitor (Smith et al., 2012). Glucaric acid can be produced through nitric acid oxidation of glucose (Mehltretter and Rist, 1953) but a biological route to glucaric acid production could potentially provide several advantages, including mild processing conditions and high selectivity for the product of interest.

Production of D-glucaric acid in *Escherichia coli* was previously demonstrated by our group via expression of heterologous enzymes from three different organisms (Moon et al., 2009). Titers of 1.13 g/L glucaric acid were achieved in strain BL21(DE3) in LB medium supplemented with 10 g/L glucose. Following demonstration of the initial pathway, some increases in glucaric acid titers were achieved through improved strategies for expression of the myo-inositol oxygenase (MIOX) enzyme, one of the limiting factors in glucaric acid production in LB supplemented with glucose or myo-inositol (Moon et al., 2010; Shiue and Prather, 2014). However, competition for glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) between native *E. coli* enzymes (phosphoglucosomerase and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase) and the first enzyme in the glucaric acid pathway, myo-inositol-1-phosphate synthase (INO1), is also a concern. High level expression of INO1 is required for detectable myo-inositol and glucaric acid production, indicating it competes poorly with endogenous metabolism for substrate (Moon et al., 2009). Additionally, the second pathway enzyme, MIOX, appears to be stabilized by its substrate, myo-inositol, so more rapid accumulation of myo-inositol may help reduce limitations in MIOX activity as well (Moon et al., 2010).

With this in mind, our group has explored strategies for...
development of strains capable of accumulating G6P and directing greater fluxes of this metabolite into production of glucaric acid and myo-inositol. By eliminating the pathways for glucose catabolism in the production strain, and feeding alternative carbon sources, higher yields of glucaric acid from glucose could be achieved (Shiue et al., 2015). However, the rate of glucose uptake in this K-12 host strain was quite slow, especially in minimal medium, and its use was limited to mixed sugar substrates.

While gene knockouts provide a static solution for redirecting fluxes in the cell (Kogure et al., 2007; Shiue et al., 2015), under many conditions, it may be advantageous to develop cells where dynamic changes in enzyme levels can be used to switch between substrate consumption for biomass formation and substrate conversion into product. Dynamic control of key enzymes can be used to facilitate more rapid initial accumulation of biomass, overcoming potential reductions in growth rate, and can eliminate the need for supplementation of the medium or addition of secondary carbon sources required with some gene knockouts (Anesiadis et al., 2008; Gadkar et al., 2005). At the desired time, activity of the target enzyme(s) can be reduced through decreasing transcription (Scalciinati et al., 2012; Solomon et al., 2012; Soma et al., 2014) or translation (Williams et al., 2015) of the enzyme, or initiating rapid degradation (Brockman and Prather, 2015; Torella et al., 2013). Coupling such controls with sensors capable of reporting on intracellular metabolite levels allows for the development of more complex systems capable of continuously adjusting enzyme levels to balance metabolism pools or maintain cellular state (Dahl et al., 2013; Farmer and Liao, 2000; Xu et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2012).

It was recently shown that by inducing degradation of phosphofructokinase I (Pfk-I) activity in the cell, the pools of G6P could be increased during growth on glucose minimal medium, along with the yields and titers of the glucaric acid precursor (Farmer and Liao, 2000; Xu et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2012). The myo-inositol resistance cassette was removed after each transduction via expression of FLP recombinase from pCP20 (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000). The ΔpfkA control strain IB2255, serial P1 transductions were also carried out in IB179 to knock out pfkA, gudD, and uxaC, and the ΔDE3 lysogen was integrated as described above. An additional control strain without any degradation tag on pfkA, IB2472, was generated using lambda red recombination combined with Cas9-based counterselection (Reisch and Prather, in press). Using this method, the tag sequence was removed from the pfkA locus without any addition of antibiotic resistance cassettes or FRT scars. Construction of plasmids for production of glucaric acid, pRSFD-IN-MI and pTrc-udh, was described previously (Moon et al., 2009; Yoon et al., 2009).

2.2. Culture medium and conditions

For plasmid preparation and genetic manipulations, strains were cultured in Luria–Bertani (LB) medium at either 30 °C or 37 °C. Temperature sensitive plasmids were cured at 42 °C.

Glucaric acid production experiments were carried out in T12 medium containing 7.5 g/L yeast extract, 7.5 g/L soy peptone, 7 g/L Na2HPO4, 3 g/L KH2PO4, 0.5 g/L NaCl, 3 g/L (NH4)2SO4, 4 mM MgSO4, 100 μg/mL carbenicillin, 50 μg/mL kanamycin, and the indicated amount of glucose and/or soluble starch (Sigma-Aldrich S9765) plus amylglucosidase (Sigma-Aldrich A10795). For experiments in the BioLector (m2p-labs, Baesweiler, Germany), starter cultures were incubated in culture tubes at 30 °C and 250 rpm overnight in T12 supplemented with 10 g/L glucose and diluted 1:100 into working cultures. Working cultures were incubated at 30 °C, 1200 rpm (3 mm orbit), and 80% relative humidity in the BioLector. A working volume of 1 mL was used in the BioLector 48-well flower plate, sealed with gas-permeable sealing film with

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain/plasmid</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Reference/source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strains</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG1458</td>
<td>MG1655(DE3) ΔgudD ΔuxaC</td>
<td>Prather Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB1863</td>
<td>MG1655 ΔendA Δzlf ΔpfkB ΔassB ΔpfkA::114-pfkA(DAS+4) HK022::tetR-Prtet-sspB</td>
<td>(Brockman and Prather, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB1379</td>
<td>MG1655 ΔendA Δzlf ΔpfkB</td>
<td>(Brockman and Prather, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB1486</td>
<td>MG1655(DE3) ΔendA Δzlf ΔpfkB ΔassB ΔpfkA::114-pfkA(DAS+4) HK022::tetR-Prtet-sspB ΔgudD ΔuxaC</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB2335</td>
<td>MG1655(DE3) ΔendA Δzlf ΔpfkB ΔassB ΔpfkA::114-pfkA HK022::tetR-Prtet-sspB ΔgudD ΔuxaC</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB2472</td>
<td>MG1655(DE3) ΔendA Δzlf ΔpfkB ΔassB ΔpfkA::114-pfkA</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JW2758-5</td>
<td>Δ,Δ(rad-ask)567,Δ(zapC)782,kan, rph-1, Δ(radA-had)568, hsdR514</td>
<td>(Baba et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JW3887-1</td>
<td>Δ,Δ(rad-ask)567,Δ(zapC)782,kan, rph-1, Δ(radA-had)568, hsdR514</td>
<td>(Baba et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JW3963-3</td>
<td>Δ,Δ(rad-ask)567,Δ(zapC)782,kan, rph-1, Δ(radA-had)568, hsdR514</td>
<td>(Baba et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB1486-CA</td>
<td>IB1486 / pRSFD-IN-MI / pTrc-udh</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG1458-CA</td>
<td>LG1458 / pRSFD-IN-MI / pTrc-udh</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB2255-CA</td>
<td>IB2255 / pRSFD-IN-MI / pTrc-udh</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB2472-CA</td>
<td>IB2472 / pRSFD-IN-MI / pTrc-udh</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plasmids</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCP20</td>
<td>RepB, AmpR, ColE1, FLP recombinase expressed by p, under control of λ cI857</td>
<td>CGSC #7629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pRSFD-IN-MI</td>
<td>pRSR1030 ori, lacI, KanR, INO1 (S. cerevisiae) and MIOX (M. musculus) expressed under control of T7 promoter</td>
<td>(Moon et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pTrc-udh</td>
<td>pBR322 ori, lacI, AmpR, Udh (P. syringae) expressed under control of Trc promoter</td>
<td>(Yoon et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3. Measurement of extracellular metabolites and starch as indicated.

were incubated in 250 ml baffled shake flasks containing 30 ml T12 medium, and 250 rpm. IPTG (100 μg/ml) was added at the time indicated in the Results section. At the indicated time points, the contents of the sample well were removed for measurement of extracellular glucose and residue glucose levels. All conditions were tested in triplicate wells. For example, to generate the data set illustrated in Fig. 1, 18 wells of IB1486 were inoculated (3 with aTc added at inoculation, 3 with aTc added at 5 h, etc.). At the times where aTc addition was indicated, the BioLector was briefly stopped, the plate opened, and aTc was added to the 3 appropriate wells. After 48 h, all 18 wells were collected for analysis of glucaric acid production.

For experiments in shake flasks, starter cultures were grown to mid-exponential phase (OD600 ~5) in 250 ml baffled flasks containing 30 ml T12 medium supplemented with 15 g/L glucose. Error bars represent triplicate mean ± SD. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.005; between yield or titer values as indicated.

2.4. Phosphofructokinase activity measurements

Phosphofructokinase activity assays were carried out as described previously (Brockman and Prather, 2015).

3. Results

Glucaric acid production was screened in strain IB1486-GA. This strain was derived from a previously developed strain, IB1863, where Pfk activity can be dynamically controlled through addition of aTc (Brockman and Prather, 2015). A modified SsrA tag was added to the coding sequence of pfkA in this strain, which results in slow degradation of the phosphofructokinase-I (Pfk-I) protein in the absence of the adapter protein SspB, but more rapid degradation of Pfk-I in the presence of SspB (McGinness et al., 2006). In IB1863, aTc addition induces SspB expression, resulting in rapid depletion of Pfk-I and build up of intracellular G6P in glucaric acid minimal medium. IB1486 contains the same modifications, along with additional knockouts of gudD and uxaC to prevent glucaric acid catabolism (Yoon et al., 2009) and the DE3 lysogen for expression of T7 RNA polymerase. In previous work with IB1863, it was shown that dynamic knockdown of Pfk activity could result in increased production of the glucaric acid precursor myo-inositol in glucose minimal medium, but that correct timing of aTc addition was required to achieve maximum yields and titer. Very early switching to “production mode” by aTc addition may result in insufficient time for protein expression and formation of biomass. However, very late switching results in more utilization of glucose for growth, and less remaining glucose to be redirected to product formation.

In moving to glucaric acid production, screening for optimal aTc addition time was again required, due to changes in cellular growth rate from the burden of expression of the complete glucaric pathway and the change in medium composition compared to the glucose minimal medium previously tested. The modified MOPS glucose minimal medium previously used for myo-inositol production (Brockman and Prather, 2015) was initially explored for glucaric acid production, but lag times of approximately 48 hours described above. The remaining portion of the sample was treated with 15 U/ml amyloligosidase for 15 min at room temperature for full hydrolysis of remaining starch. After treatment, the sample was centrifuged for 5 min at 15000xg and the glucose concentration in the supernatant was measured using a YSI 2900 Biochemistry Analyzer (YSI Life Sciences, Yellow Springs, OH). The difference between the glucose content measured in the fully hydrolyzed sample and the glucose content measured via HPLC in the sample without an additional hydrolysis step was used to calculate the content of un-hydrolyzed starch.

The maximum amount of glucose that could be liberated from starch in the medium was determined by full hydrolysis of the starting medium with amyloligosidase. To calculate glucose utilized by the cell, the amount of free glucose and the amount glucose generated from full hydrolysis of residual starch in a sample were subtracted from the maximum amount available in the medium. This value for consumed glucose was then used in the calculation of glucaric acid yield from glucose.

Titers and yields are reported in the text as the average of triplicate measurements ± 1 STD and error bars in figures also represent average values ± 1 STD. To test for statistically significant differences between conditions, an unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test was applied assuming equal variance. The level of significance is indicated in figures by the following: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.005. At other points where significance is discussed, p values are indicated in the text.
were observed, likely due to the burden associated with expression of all three pathway proteins. In addition to glucose, the T12 medium used in this work for testing of glucaric acid production contains yeast extract and soy peptone, which provide supplemental carbon sources. While glucose would primarily be used as a feedstock for glucaric acid production, some additional carbon supplementation was desired in the medium to reduce batch time and simulate a potential semi-defined, scale-up medium.

To facilitate rapid screening of a variety of aTc addition times in triplicate, cultures were grown in 48-well flower plates in a BioLector microbioreactor system. Glucaric acid production was screened in T12 medium in both batch conditions (15 g/L glucose at inoculation) and simulated fed batch conditions, where 3–5 g/L glucose was added at inoculation, and additional glucose was released slowly from 10–12 g/L starch by addition of amyloglucosidase.

### 3.1. Screening batch conditions for timing of Pfk knockdown

For screening of IB1486-GA under batch conditions, working cultures consisted of T12 medium with 15 g/L glucose and with 100 μM IPTG added at inoculation for induction of the glucaric acid pathway enzymes. Additions of aTc were made at times varying from 0–30 h after inoculation. Fig. 1 illustrates the yields and titers of glucaric acid observed after 48 hours.

Glucose was fully consumed in all cultures at 48 h, except the culture with aTc addition at 12 h, which still contained 6.6 ± 0.1 g/L glucose. The highest titers of glucaric acid, 1.35 g/L (9.7% yield from glucose), were achieved with aTc addition at 24 h, representing an 18% improvement in both yields and titers over the case of no Pfk switching. As expected, switching after 24 h resulted in somewhat lower titers, as more glucose had already been consumed for biomass and could not be redirected to glucaric acid production. Earlier switching resulted in lower titers either due to incomplete consumption of glucose, as in the case of 12 h aTc addition, or due to an “escape” phenotype. The escape phenotype correlates with rapid growth to higher cell densities (Fig. 2A) and an increase in Pfk activity (Fig. 2B). Studies of the system based on IB1863 have indicated that the increase in Pfk activity is likely linked to disruption of SspB expression, which is required for rapid Pfk-I degradation, through mutation or mobile element insertion (Supplementary methods and Supplementary Fig. 1). Very early addition of aTc results in high stress on the cell from a combination of limited glucose uptake and high protein expression for the glucaric acid pathway enzymes, which may result in rapid escape for the escape phenotype.

Fed batch conditions were initially screened in T12 medium with 3 g/L free glucose and 12 g/L starch, with 100 μM IPTG added at inoculation for induction of the glucaric acid pathway enzymes. Feeding was started at 12 hours by addition of 0.006 U/ml amyloglucosidase. As the starch hydrolysis rate declines with time, secondary additions of 0.006 U/ml and 0.012 U/ml amyloglucosidase were carried out at 36 and 48 hours, giving the glucose release profile shown in Fig. 3. At the conclusion of the experiment, in addition to the initial 3 g/L glucose, another 9.7 ± 0.7 g/L free glucose had been released in the cultures on average. For calculation of yield, unhydrolyzed starch was measured in individual wells via the method outlined in Section 2.3).

In this system, maximum titers of 1.56 g/L could be achieved with aTc addition at either 24 or 32 h (Fig. 4A), a 42% improvement over no aTc addition. The yields of glucaric acid were also improved by up to 50% with aTc addition at 24 h, with a maximum yield of 12.4% on glucose (based on available glucose added and hydrolyzed from starch). This improvement was larger than the batch condition, likely due to differences in the amount of glucose still available for consumption after addition of aTc. Early aTc addition at 12 h did not result in improved titers, with the shape of the growth curve indicative of escape (Fig. 4B). Measurement of Pfk activity also showed activity recovery to levels at or above the
case of no αTc addition for this condition.

3.3. Shake flask studies under batch conditions

Consistent improvements in glucaric acid titers could be observed by timed knockdown of Pfk activity under the conditions tested in the BioLector. To determine whether these improvements would be robust to moderate changes in culture conditions, a set of batch experiments was carried out in shake flasks, along with feeding experiments testing alternative starch hydrolysis conditions in both the BioLector and in shake flasks.

Initially, glucaric acid production was tested in shake flasks under batch conditions in both IB1486-GA and in LG1458-GA, a wild-type MG1655 background with only gudD and uxaC knockouts. In shake flasks, batch testing resulted in high baseline variability in titers that made it difficult to validate improvements in the 20–40% range that were previously achieved through Pfk knockdown in IB1486-GA. However, the shake flask testing did provide some interesting insights into the metabolism of IB1486-GA versus the wild-type strain LG1458-GA, in the absence of any αTc addition. Significantly, under batch conditions, acetate production varied greatly between the two strains, with LG1458-GA producing much higher levels of acetate. The fill volume of flasks in batch testing appeared to have an effect on acetate production from IB1486-GA, potentially due to changes in aeration. In IB1486-GA, several cultures showed residual acetate at 48 hours in shake flasks with a 45 ml fill volume, while in previous testing in the BioLector, no acetate was observed at 48 h. Testing at a lower fill volume (30 ml) resulted in reduced acetate accumulation at both 24 and 48 h. A summary of observed acetate production in IB1486-GA and LG1458-GA in shake flasks is presented in Fig. 5A.

While improved aeration could alleviate moderate acetate accumulation in IB1486-GA, acetate accumulation in LG1458-GA remained high. Pfk activity measurements at 24 h in IB1486-GA and LG1458-GA (Fig. 5B) showed that Pfk activity in LG1458-GA was significantly higher than in IB1486-GA, likely leading to metabolic overflow and greater acetate production. The low baseline activity of IB1486-GA in T12 medium was unexpected, given that the parent strain, IB1863, always showed Pfk activity higher than the wild type in MOPS minimal medium with glucose (Brockman and Prather, 2015).

In addition to exhibiting higher acetate accumulation, glucaric acid production was very poor for LG1458-GA under batch conditions, with titers below the limit of detection in T12 + 15 g/L glucose.
glucose (30 ml fill volume). LG1458-GA showed incomplete glucose consumption as well, with 3.0 ± 0.1 g/L remaining at 48 hours. Although titers in IB1486-GA showed high variability, glucaric acid production was clear in all samples in T12 + 15 g/L glucose, with measured titers of 0.9 ± 0.3 g/L glucaric acid in shake flasks with 30 ml fill volume. Glucose was also completely consumed in the cultures.

Although a static condition of low Pfk activity can clearly be tolerated in T12 medium and can provide a benefit in glucaric acid production under batch conditions, the previous screening work in Section 3.1 indicated that there is a limit to what could be gained in this manner, as complete knockdown of Pfk activity by aTc addition at inoculation resulted in poor growth and eventual "escape" of the culture. A ΔpfkA ΔpfkB double knockout strain, IB2255, was tested to assess the productivity that could be expected in T12 medium under batch conditions with no Pfk activity. After 48 hours in T12 with 15 g/L glucose, 0.18 ± 0.01 g/L glucaric acid was produced, significantly lower than the 0.9 ± 0.3 g/L produced in IB1486-GA in shake flasks in batch (p < 0.05, Student’s t test). To maximize productivity in a 48 h batch, at least some period of culture growth needs to be provided with higher Pfk activity.

3.4. Validation of fed-batch results under altered feeding conditions

The high variability in batch shake flask experiments made it difficult to validate whether Pfk knockdown could be used to increase titers at that scale, as well as in the BioLector. Larger titer improvements were seen with fed-batch conditions, so a set of validation experiments was run under those conditions, testing both an alternate starch hydrolysis strategy in the BioLector and application at shake flask scale.

As the highest fed-batch titers were achieved previously with Pfk knockdown at 24–32 h, it would be expected that growth up to that point could be carried out under either batch or fed-batch conditions without significant changes to the outcomes. An alternative feeding strategy was tested with the initial free glucose increased to 5 g/L and feeding started at 24 h, from a reservoir of 10 g/L starch. This was initially tested in 48 well plates in the BioLector microbioreactor, with amyloglucosidase additions of 0.006 U/ml at 24 h and 48 h. The highest titers of 1.17 g/L were achieved with aTc addition at 36 h, a 27% improvement over no aTc addition (Fig. 6), validating that Pfk knockdown could be used to improve titers under alternative feeding conditions. A maximum glucaric acid yield of 12.5% from glucose was also achieved with aTc addition at 36 h (36% improvement over no aTc addition). Although titers were lower than in the original fed-batch screening, maximum yields were similar, as un-hydrolyzed starch contents were higher under this feeding strategy, leaving only 9.7 g/L free glucose (initial dose and feeding) available for conversion to glucaric acid, versus 12.7 g/L in the previous test.

The starch fed-batch strategy was then tested in shake flasks, both for IB1486-GA and for LG1458-GA. The cultures contained 5 g/L free glucose and 10 g/L starch. Free glucose was measured at 18 h, and since glucose was already found to be exhausted, amyloglucosidase addition was started at that time. Secondary additions were carried out at 40 and 48 h. Despite the extra amyloglucosidase addition, starch hydrolysis was again poorer in this condition, and resulted in 10.1 ± 0.5 g/L total free glucose available in the cultures on average. Baseline yields for IB1486-GA were still similar with the previous tests. Addition of aTc for Pfk knockdown at 24 hours resulted in a 28% improvement in titers and a 32% improvement in yield over no aTc addition (Fig. 7). Variability was higher in shake flasks than in previous testing in the BioLector, and statistical significance at 95% confidence was not achieved for this result, although it would be significant at a 90% confidence level (0.05 < p < 0.1, Student’s t test).

The results of fed-batch testing in shake flasks also illustrated some potential benefits of slower glucose feeding for the wild type strain, LG1458-GA. In contrast to the batch condition, under the starch hydrolysis (glucose feeding) condition shown in Fig. 7, glucaric acid titers of 0.75 ± 0.2 g/L were achieved in LG1458-GA, more comparable to the 0.85 ± 0.02 g/L produced in IB1486-GA without aTc addition, and any acetate produced was fully consumed by the conclusion of the experiment for both strains. Yields were also more comparable between the two strains under glucose feeding, with 7.6% for LG1458-GA versus 8.3% for IB1458-GA. One of the clear advantages of the fed-batch condition is the elimination of acetate buildup and carbon loss to acetate formation. Additional changes in metabolism, such as upregulation of genes associated with sugar transport (Franchini and Egli, 2006; Raman et al., 2005), could also be favorably changing relative metabolite pools. While a fed-batch production strategy provides a benefit for LG1458-GA, IB1486-GA does not benefit as strongly from slow glucose feeding, likely due to the fact that acetate

![Fig. 6.](Image 307x531 to 547x735) Titers and yields of glucaric acid at 72 h for IB1486-GA in T12 + 5 g/L glucose + 10 g/L starch. Amyloglucosidase additions were carried out at 24 and 48 hours. Error bars represent replicate mean ± SD. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.005; between yield (purple) or titer (black) values as indicated. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

![Fig. 7.](Image 325x288 to 529x461) Yields and titers of glucaric acid in IB1486-GA and LG1458-GA in shake flasks with T12 + 5 g/L glucose + 10 g/L starch. Amyloglucosidase additions were carried out at 18, 40, and 48 h. Error bars represent replicate mean ± SD.
production is already much lower in this strain. Pfk activity may also be low enough in this strain that other changes in metabolism related to glucose limitation are not significant.

Growth (Fig. 8A) and Pfk activity measurements (Fig. 8B) during fed-batch testing in shake flasks showed trends similar to previous tests. As under batch conditions, IB1486-GA had significantly lower baseline Pfk activity than LG1458-GA before aTc addition, with aTc addition resulting in an additional decrease in activity of about 50%. While the mismatch in baseline activity did not cause a significant difference in titers between IB1486-GA and LG1458-GA under fed-batch conditions (p > 0.4, Student’s t test), this did affect batch performance strongly, as discussed previously in Section 3.3.

An additional control experiment was carried out under fed-batch conditions to analyze potential effects of SspB expression on glucaric acid production in the absence of a modified ssrA-tagged degradation target. The IB1486 strain background includes the deletion of the native copy of sspB, and it is possible that restoring its expression through aTc addition could normalize native protein degradation and affect glucaric acid production independent of Pfk knockdown. To control for this possible broader effect of SspB expression on production, strain IB2472 was constructed, which is the IB1486 strain background plus an sspB expression construct under control of the arabinose promoter, so the effect of SspB expression alone can be observed. This strain was tested under the same culture conditions used to generate Fig. 7. There was no significant difference in the titers or yields of glucaric acid in IB2472-GA between flasks with SspB expressed and those without (p > 0.9, Supplementary Table 1). This is consistent with reports in the literature that deletion of sspB alone does not result in a large build up of native ssrA tagged proteins in the cell, in contrast to deletions of the unfolded chaperone ClpX or protease ClpP, which result in clear buildup of tagged proteins (Lies and Maurizi, 2008). The glucaric acid titers in IB2472-GA were lower than those observed in IB1486, likely due to higher baseline Pfk activity in this strain. The removal of the DAS+4 tag in the control strain also eliminates the lower level background degradation of the protein that takes place even in the absence of SspB, resulting in higher Pfk activity.

4. Discussion

Results with IB1486-GA indicate that dynamic control of Pfk activity can be utilized to improve titers of glucaric acid, a product requiring several enzymatic conversions starting from G6P. The system was applicable for use with a semi-defined medium under both batch and simulated fed-batch conditions. While gains in titer were consistent across multiple conditions, the maximum gains were smaller than those observed previously for myo-inositol production in glucose minimal medium (Brockman and Prather, 2015). Previous work with myo-inositol production in glucose minimal medium showed that switching at low cell density was optimal for the largest gains in titer. In T12 medium, these earlier switching times resulted in more rapid escape and little time for conversion of glucose to glucaric acid, perhaps due to the greater expression burden of the complete glucaric acid pathway and the higher availability of nutrients in T12 that “escapers” could use to rapidly grow and overtake the population. The later switching times result in higher usage of glucose for biomass formation, so the amount of glucose processed after switching to production mode is relatively low. While genetic stability can be achieved out to at least 72 h for aTc addition at 24 h, future work may be needed to address genetic stability in longer fermentations and expand the usefulness of switching between growth and production modes.

Activity of the downstream enzymes in the glucaric acid pathway is another potential limitation, but in this particular medium, it does not appear that the activity of MIOX, a bottleneck under some other conditions, was limiting overall pathway yield, as minimal buildup of myo-inositol was observed in the cultures. However, balancing of expression between the three pathway enzymes could be an issue, since high level INO1 expression is required for any myo-inositol to be produced for further conversion (Moon et al., 2009). Reductions in INO1 expression upon expression of other enzymes in the glucaric acid pathway would be expected to limit maximum fluxes into the pathway, also limiting the glucose that could be effectively redirected in a given time period.

Importantly, IB1486-GA showed titers that were comparable with a wild-type control strain under fed-batch conditions and superior under batch conditions, indicating the genetic modifications required for control of Pfk activity were not detrimental to baseline glucaric acid production and could potentially be transferred into high-performing strains as well. Although the baseline Pfk activity was low in T12 medium, it was still sufficient for rapid growth without excessive overflow metabolism. More consistent success with chromosomal modifications in the K strains led to the initial construction of the Pfk-I control system in that background, but additional improvements in glucaric acid titer, both with and without Pfk knockdown, can likely be achieved by transferring the genetic modifications of IB1486 to an E. coli B strain. In previous
work, wild-type BL21 has outperformed MG1655 containing the same pathway genes (Moon et al., 2009; Raman et al., 2014; Shiu et al., 2015).

5. Conclusions

Glucaric acid titer and yields could be improved under multiple culture conditions through timed knockdown of Pfk activity, with maximum improvements of up to 42% observed. In the absence of aC, the switchable strain IB1486 shows titer comparable to or above those observed with wild-type MG1655, indicating the genetic modifications in IB1486 do not result in degradation of baseline performance and could potentially be applied to high-performing strains for increases in titer. Optimization of strain background and pathway enzyme expression levels may lead to both higher baseline titers and to greater gains from dynamic control of Pfk activity.
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